
Esperanza ERW013 14-50 inch TV mount Ref: 5901299958971
14-50 inch TV mount Esperanza ERW013

TV Wall Mount 14-50 inches Esperanza ERW013
The TV wall mount Esperanza ERW013 is a practical solution for those looking for a simple and effective way to hang a TV ranging from
14 to 50 inches on the wall. This metal mount is easy to install and provides stable support for your television.
 
Fits Many TVs
One  of  the  key  features  of  this  mount  is  its  compatibility  with  TVs  of  various  sizes.  With  compatibility  with  VESA  standards  75x75  -
200x200, it is a versatile mount that can be adjusted to fit many TV models. You don't have to worry about complicated installations or
specialized tools - Esperanza ERW013 is easy to install and comes with mounting accessories and a practical level to facilitate leveling
the mount.
 
Minimalist Design
The minimalist design of this mount blends perfectly with any interior. Additionally, the low weight of the mount (380g) ensures it doesn't
overly burden the wall. This practical solution allows you to enjoy your favorite TV programs in a comfortable and aesthetic manner.
 
Strengths
The Esperanza ERW013 is a mount that meets the expectations of those seeking a simple and solid solution for hanging a TV. With it, you
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can create  a  comfortable  place to  watch TV without  the need for  specialized personnel.  User-friendly,  this  mount  is  ready to  use and
serve for many years.
 
 
Brand  Esperanza  Model  ERW013  Screen  Size  14-50  inches  Mount  Load  Capacitymax.  25kg  VESA  Standard  75  x  75  -  200  x  200mm
Distance from Wall to TV 24mmMounting to the wall Mount Weight 380g 

Price:

Before: € 3.9975

Now: € 3.00

RC models, IT Accessories, Live FPV preview, TV mount, Accessories
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